
Progress Checklist:
MR - Grade 3

Reading Level – Mandatory as comment #1
101 Above Grade Level
102 At Grade Level
103 Below Grade Level

Reading
151 Analyze Character Traits

152 Name character, setting, sequence including
problem and solution

153 Identify author’s purpose and point of view

154 Know meaning of the vocabulary of the story
155 Use strategies to identify words (context clues

prefixes, suffixes, root words)
156 Use antonyms, synonyms and homonyms
157 Identify/define words with multiple meanings
158 Use graphic aids and reference material
159 Link cause/effect relationships

160 Compare/Contrast concepts in text

161 Distinguish between fact/nonfact and opinion
162 Interpret figurative language
163 Use study skills effectively
164 Use background knowledge/information in text to

make predictions, draw conclusions and make
inferences

165 Retell informational article identifying topic, main
idea and supporting details

166 Can retell or summarize a story

167 Use the writing process effectively

168 Write a personal narrative, persuasive or
explanatory, comparison or expository text

Language
206 Identify types of sentences
207 Punctuate sentences correctly
208 Capitalize words in sentence correctly
209 Identify subject and predicate in sentence
210 Correctly combine sentences
211 Identify and use common, proper, singular, plural,

irregular and possessive nouns
212 Identify and use action,, linking, helping, and

irregular verbs
213 Use present, past and future tense verbs correctly
214 Identify and use subject, object, and possessive

pronouns correctly
215 Identify and use adjectives correctly
216 Identify and use adverbs correctly
217 Identify and develop six traits in student writing

Spelling
307 Learn weekly spelling unit words
308 Spell correctly in daily work and writing
309 Apply spelling patterns in written work
310 Prepare for tests

Mathematics
472 Add and subtract with regrouping
473 Learn basic facts
474 Round number to the 10 or 100
475 Estimate a whole number
476 Identify place value:  ones, tens, hundreds, and

thousands
477 Order and compare whole number, fractions, and

decimals correctly
478 Tell time accurately
479 Find value of money and make change correctly
480 Use data, tally and frequency table
481 Use and interpret bar, line, pictographs
482 Multiply by one digit
483 Divide with remainder
484 Name and describe geometric shapes and figures
485 Read, order, add, and subtract decimals
486 Read, order, compare fractions
487 Solve word problems
488 use problem solving steps and strategies
489 Understand probability, fair and unfair
490 Read, use and make time schedules
491 Customary and metric measurement

Social Studies
616 Identify and use geographic terms correctly
617 Use map key and scale and correctly read maps and

globe
618 Understand concept of rights and responsibility
619 Describe basic purposes of government
620 Identify and know purpose of the three branches of

government
621 Understand economics and the source and

distribution of goods
622 Understand natural resources and the environment
623 Understand culture, immigration, early settlers in

country and state

Handwriting
708 Use correct letter shape, size, slant and spacing
709 Use legible handwriting in daily work

Learning Habits – Mandatory, Each requires M, N or I
Listens and follows
directions

Com1

Works independently Com2
Uses school time
effectively

Com3

Completes work on time Com4
Puts forth best effort Com5

Social Development – Mandatory, Each requires M, N or
I

Assumes responsibility for own actions Com1
Demonstrates basic good manners Com2
Shows respect for others Com3
Works and plays cooperatively Com4
Participates in classroom activities Com5


